The influence of atrial systole on ventricular capture by failing artificial pacemakers. II. Experimental observations.
The mechanism by which atrial systeole influences the efficacy of ventricular capture by a failing pacemaker was investigated in 12 dogs with atrioventricular heart block. Atrial systole caused facilitation of ventricular capture in eight dogs, and inhibition of capture in 10 dogs. Interpolating atrial extrasystoles caused an enhancement or depression of the hemodynamic performance of the atrial systole that affected the efficacy of the pacemaker stimulus. These interpolation experiments showed that atrial systole influenced the efficacy of capture by a mechanical mechanism and not by an electrotonic mechanism. Atrial systole probably caused motion of the endocardial pacing catheter and/or ventricular myocardium. This motion increased or decreased the contact between the pacing electrode and the endocardium with subsequent changes in the efficacy of capture. In three dogs with pacing through epicardial electrodes, atrial systole had no effect on the efficacy of capture.